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bstract

Because the parasitic load on most polymer electrolyte fuel cell systems is dominated by pressure losses across the flow fields, understanding the
ow channel dynamics has garnered significant recent attention. The current work is aimed at enabling advanced design of reactant flow channels by
lucidating the details of the velocity fields within various reactant flow channel geometries. Gas-phase measurement is critical to ensuring that the
esults are valid for real fuel cell systems, and for application of this technique to the study of flow channels with two-phase obstruction phenomena.
n the current research, gas-phase velocity fields have been measured using particle image velocimetry (PIV) in representative geometries, including

straight channel (for technique validation) and a 180◦ switchback with channel-to-land ratio of 1:1. The accuracy of the measurement depends
n the ability of the seed particles to follow the flow. Numerical simulations have been performed to develop a criterion for identifying appropriate
eed particles. The research presented is a first step toward measuring velocity fields in novel flow reactant channels in operational cells.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Recognizing that an operational polymer electrolyte fuel cell
PEFC) is an extremely complex system, advances in certain
ocused areas such as mass transport have the potential to con-
ribute to improved performance of such systems. In an opera-
ional cell, reactant flow channels feed the gas over the electrode
n any number of configurations, including parallel channels, ser-
entine channels, and parallel/serpentine combinations, among
thers [1]. In PEFCs, the formation of liquid droplets or films
ithin the flow channel can drastically increase the already high
arasitic load of the reactant flow on the overall system [2].
he measurement of the gas-phase velocity in these channels

s expected to enable design of novel channel configurations

ith reduced parasitic load, particularly if velocity field mea-

urements can be coupled with measurements of droplet or film
ynamics on the surface of the gas diffusion media.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 814 865 4292; fax: +1 814 863 7222.
E-mail address: kvs10@psu.edu (K.V. Sharp).
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One geometry commonly encountered in actual cells is the
80◦ switchback. Martin et al. [3] measured and reported on the
ow structures in a 180◦ switchback with characteristic dimen-
ion of approximately 10 mm and Reynolds numbers ranging
rom approximately 100–900. While Martin et al. [3] were inter-
sted in the flow of gas in a channel with 0.8 mm width, they
ctually measured the velocity in a liquid flow in a channel with
haracteristic dimension of approximately 10 mm. Based on the
rinciple of Reynolds number similarity, the dynamics of a liq-
id flow and gas flow with the same Reynolds number should
e equivalent. Fluid mechanicians commonly employ similar-
ty principles to study flows that are not conducive to direct

easurement, and the data from Martin et al. [3] serve as an
xcellent baseline for U-shaped reactant flow channel studies.
owever, in operational cells, two-phase flow phenomena may
e present [2,4–9] and the development of a technique that can
irectly measure the gas-phase velocity in situ is important. To

he authors’ knowledge, Ladewig et al. [10] is the only study thus
ar that presents gas-phase data in an operational cell, and these
easurements are yet preliminary. Ladewig et al.’s [10] strat-

gy was to use laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) to measure

mailto:kvs10@psu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.02.043
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Nomenclature

Cc slip correction factor
dp seed particle diameter
L characteristic lengthscale
Le entrance length
Lx cross-stream lengthscale
Re Reynolds number (=ρUL µ−1)
St Stokes number
t time
U characteristic velocity scale
Umax maximum velocity in channel
µ viscosity
ρ density
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Fig. 1. (a) Flow delivery and temperature-control system
ources 160 (2006) 1017–1025

as flow velocities in a U-shaped fuel cell channel with
mm × 2 mm cross section. The flow was seeded with water
roplets, but the velocity data obtained were not yet complete
nough to fully characterize the flow. Furthermore, LDA is a
oint-measurement technique while PIV, used in this study, is a
eld-measurement technique and as such can serve as more of
quantitative flow visualization technique than LDA.

The present study aims to develop a measurement technique
hat may be used in the future to directly measure gas-phase
elocities in situ in an operational fuel cell. To that end, we
se PIV to measure the gas-phase velocities in channels with
haracteristic dimensions of 1–2 mm. For PIV measurements
n macro-scale gas flows, the gas is often seeded with olive oil
articles generated by an atomizer. High pressure and a high

ow rate are needed for the generation of the oil seed parti-
les, but the flow in a fuel cell has a relatively low flow rate
Reynolds numbers of the order of hundreds to a few thou-
and). In the present study, representative measurements are

setup. (b) Particle image velocimetry system setup.
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ade in millimeter-scale channels using two types of seed par-
icles, namely smoke particles and water droplets. Seeding with
ater droplets is preferred since these may be introduced into
umidified gas flows in the complex environment of an opera-
ional cell without contaminating the system. The novelty of this
ork is that while liquid-phase PIV measurements in microchan-
els have been widely demonstrated [11–13], gas-phase PIV
easurements in microchannels (or mm-scale channels) are yet

ascent.
Since PIV is based on imaging of particulates introduced

nto the flow, the accuracy of the gas-phase flow velocity mea-
urement is strongly dependent on the ability of the particle to
ollow the flow. In the current work, water droplets have been
sed as seed particles for measuring the flow in a straight chan-
el. But, certain limitations are encountered when trying to use
ater droplets as seed particles in flows with significant decel-

rations, such as the flow in a 180◦ switchback with 1:1 channel
o land ratio. The Stokes number provides a measure of the par-
icles’ ability to accurately track the flowfield, and the limiting
tokes number also depends on the flow geometry and the pres-
nce of significant accelerations or decelerations. In order to
ssess the ability of the particles to track the flowfield, a series
f numerical fluid velocity and particle trajectory simulations
ave been performed in a 180◦ switchback flow geometry for
eynolds numbers of 50–400. As expected, the fluid velocity

eld contains regions of separation and recirculation near the
harp corners. Next, numerical simulations of water particle tra-
ectories as a function of water droplet diameter (1–5 �m) were
erformed. By comparing the present simulations of the water

a
c
d
i

ig. 2. Typical images separated by �t, plus representative interrogation windows a
. ∆ in the cross-correlation plot gives the average displacement of the image intens
ector centered at the center of the interrogation window.
urces 160 (2006) 1017–1025 1019

article trajectories and of the flow velocity, limiting conditions
or the fidelity of the measurement are identified.

. Experimental set-up

Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic of the flow delivery system and
emperature controls. The flow rate of dry, compressed air was
ontrolled using a digital flow meter and a flow control valve.
he flow delivery system has two possible paths for the air flow
epending upon whether the desired seeding is smoke particles
r water droplets. Either a smoke generator or a mist (water
roplet) generator was included in the flow loop, as appropri-
te. The flow could be heated to reproduce conditions similar
o that in an operational cell. Tubing and channel wall temper-
tures were controlled to within ±1 ◦C by PID controllers. Air
emperatures of both 60 ◦C and 80 ◦C were employed and the
elative humidity was near 100%.

Fig. 1(b) shows a schematic illustration of the PIV system
etup. The measurement system consisted of 12-bit CCD cam-
ra with 2 K pixel × 2 K pixel resolution, an Olympus research
icroscope with 5× objective lens, dual-pulse Nd-Yag laser, a

ynchronizer and the image capture board/software. A 50-�m
hick light sheet was projected into the side of the channel.

The basic principle of particle image velocimetry (PIV) is that
wo laser-illuminated images of the (seeded) flow are acquired

t successive time instants, separated by �t. The seed parti-
les, illuminated by the laser, appear as bright spots in the
igital image. Each image is broken down into a series of
nterrogation windows, typically 64 pixels × 64 pixels, although

nd cross-correlation function for interrogation windows in image 1 and image
ities between images and when divided by �t, provides a quantitative velocity
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maller/larger or rectangular interrogation windows can be used
s needed. An example of two images, interrogation windows,
nd a representative cross-correlation signal is shown in Fig. 2.
or each interrogation window, the intensity of the signal within

he window is cross-correlated between image 1(t) and image
(t + �t). The cross-correlation peak within this window cor-
esponds to an average displacement of the seed particles (∆),
nd when divided by �t, provides an average velocity for the
articles within this interrogation window. A velocity field can
e built up by cross-correlating the full series of interrogation
indows within an image pair. The spatial resolution is typically
efined as the distance between centers of the interrogation win-
ows. Further background on the general PIV technique can be
ound in Adrian [14] and Raffel et al. [15].

In the present study, measurements were made in a 1-mm
ide straight acrylic channel, in a 1-mm wide polydimethyl-

iloxane (PDMS) channel with integrated heater, and in a

DMS 180◦ switchback flow model. When water droplets are
sed as seed in a heated flow, the actual channel must also
e heated in order to prevent image-obscuring condensation
rom occurring on the top surface. The PDMS flow channel

a
t

i

Fig. 3. (a) PDMS model flow channel with integrated he
ources 160 (2006) 1017–1025

odel with integrated heater and fabrication process is shown
n Fig. 3.

As discussed previously, a key challenge that must be sur-
ounted in order to make gas flow PIV measurements in a

onfined channel of millimeter scale or smaller is the identi-
cation and generation of appropriate seed particles. The issue

s further complicated if one wishes to identify a seeding tech-
ique that may be extended to use in situ in operational cells,
ince the seed particles must not contaminate the system. In
he present work, the smoke particles were generated by slow-
urning smoke coils, and had particle diameters estimated at less
han 1 �m. An ultrasonic mist generator was used to generate the
ater droplet particles, with diameters of approximately 1–8 �m

16]. Both of these seed particle generators were mounted in-line
ith the flow delivery system. In the case of the water droplets,

he seeding density was observed to decrease with increasing
emperature [17], however, even at a typical operating temper-

ture of 80 ◦C, the seeding density was sufficient for obtaining
he velocity field data presented herein.

In the present experimental setup, the model flow channel
s optically accessible both from the top and the side. Since

ater. (b) Fabrication process of the PDMS channel.
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he laser sheet is projected through the side of the channel, such
ptical access is critical to the measurement of the velocity field.
n order to extend the technique to in situ applications, specially
esigned optically accessible cells would be required.

. Results and discussion

In order to test the feasibility of using smoke particles as seed
articles, measurements of gas velocities in a straight channel
ith 1 mm width × 1 mm height were acquired. The Reynolds
umber of the flow was 70, which represents the low end of
ealistic Reynolds numbers in the gas flow reactant channels of
n operational fuel cell.

Fig. 4 shows the ensemble-averaged velocity field calcu-

ated from smoke particle image pairs and the velocity profile
xtracted from the ensemble-averaged vector fields. The ensem-
le included 50 instantaneous measurements of the laminar flow.
he interrogation window size was 128 pixels × 128 pixels, and

T
R
s
a

ig. 4. Ensemble-averaged velocity field data calculated from smoke particle images a
he theoretical parabolic Poiseuille profile.

ig. 5. (a) Geometry of 180◦ switchback flow. (b) Measured velocity in the 180◦ swit
.

urces 160 (2006) 1017–1025 1021

0% overlapping was allowed. The entrance length, Le, was esti-
ated to be approximately 2.1 mm based on laminar flow theory

18], and the measurement area was over 10 mm downstream of
he inlet. The velocity profile is in good agreement with the
arabolic Poiseuille profile as shown in Fig. 4.

An air flow velocity field in a 180◦ switchback was mea-
ured with a similar PIV setup, again using smoke particles
or flow seeding. Fig. 5(a) shows the geometry of the test sec-
ion, and the channel had a height of 1 mm (into the page). The
eynolds number was 700, where the Reynolds number was

elected to replicate the flow in a typical operational cell. The
nterrogation window size was 64 pixels × 64 pixels and a 50%
verlapping of windows was used in the analysis. Fig. 5(b) shows
he ensemble-averaged velocity field in the 180◦ switchback.

he spatial resolution of this measurement is 42 �m in x and y.
ecirculation and separation regions can be observed in the 180◦

witchback. Because the size of the recirculation region is rel-
tively large as compared to the channel area, this recirculation

nd velocity profile. Points represent the PIV data and the dashed line represents

chback. The spatial resolution of this measurement is 42 �m in x and 42 �m in
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egion might cause unexpected effects in an operational cell, e.g.
ncreased parasitic load, reduced performance with local flood-
ng, and accumulation of liquid water storage in the diffusion

edia and channels as observed with neutron imaging [19].
The second part of this study aims to develop an appropriate

eed technique for use in an operational cell, and involved
eeding a heated and humidified air flow with water particles.
n the experiment, the relative humidity and temperature of
he flow are typical of those encountered in an operational
ell. Water particles with a size distribution of approximately
–8 �m [16] were injected into the gas phase fluid (in this
ase, air) and PIV measurements were acquired. As previously
entioned, given the humidity and temperature of the flow,

he channel was heated to both 60 ◦C and 80 ◦C (in separate
xperiments) to simulate a true fuel cell environment and to
revent condensation on the optical surfaces. Fig. 6 shows an
mage and averaged velocity fields using water droplet seeding
n a non-operational flow channel model. The spatial resolution
f this measurement is 42 �m in x and 63 �m in y. This mea-
urement was acquired at approximately 10 mm downstream of
he channel entrance. Since the entrance length of the channel is
stimated at approximately 20 mm [18], the velocity profiles are
ot expected to be fully developed. Developing flow results in a
reater pressure drop through the channels than predicted with

he simplified fully developed flow equations commonly used.
he primary result of interest in Fig. 6 is that this seed technique
hows significant potential for application to the acquisition
f velocity measurements in operational cell conditions

t
S
s
u

ig. 6. Measurement of the velocity field of an airflow in a 1-mm wide channel with
he spatial resolution of this measurement is 42 �m in x and 63 �m in y.
ources 160 (2006) 1017–1025

temperature, humidity) without introducing a contaminating
ubstance.

Tests were performed to assess the usefulness of using water
roplets as seed particles for PIV studies of corner flows. It
as readily determined that water droplets with the current size
istribution are unable to respond to the rapid flow decelerations
resent in some corner flows.

The Stokes number is defined as:

t = ρpd
2
pUCc

18µL
(1)

here ρp is particle density, dp particle diameter, U a character-
stic velocity scale of the flow, Cc a slip correction factor [20], µ
he fluid viscosity, and L a characteristic length scale of the flow.
he Stokes number, St, is a measure of particle inertia and repre-
ents the ratio of the particle response time to characteristic flow
imescale [21]. As St → 0, the particles and fluid trajectories are
quivalent. For high fidelity of the fluid velocity measurement,
t is desirable to have a very low Stokes number. In a practical
pplication of the measurement technique, the flow geometry,
ow conditions (including Reynolds number), and fluid are typ-

cally defined by the problem of interest. It is thus left to the
nvestigator to select seed particles with characteristics (particle
ensity and average diameter) that allow for the Stokes number

o be minimized. We are interested in identifying the limiting
tokes number condition. To that end, we have performed a
eries of fluid velocity and particle trajectory numerical sim-
lations to identify the maximum diameter of water particles

Reynolds number of 820, where water droplets were used as the seed particles.
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◦
Fig. 7. Numerical simulation of the fluid velocity vector field and strea

Fig. 8. Numerical simulation of water droplet trajectories as a function of
mlines in a 180 switchback flow with Reynolds number of 400.

diameter in a 180◦ switchback flow with Reynolds number of 400.
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Fig. 9. Numerical simulation of the fluid velocity vector field an

llowable for one to obtain a reasonable representation of fluid
elocity from this measurement technique in the specific case
f gas flow in a 180◦ switchback for Reynolds numbers rang-
ng from 50 to 400. Fig. 7 shows a numerical simulation of the
elocity field in a 180◦ switchback flow for Reynolds number

f 400. Numerical simulations of water particle trajectories as a
unction of diameter in the same geometry are shown in Fig. 8.
he conclusion that can be drawn from these simulations is that,

n order for the water particle trajectories to accurately represent

t
o
c
(

Fig. 10. Numerical simulation of water droplet trajectories as a function o
mlines in a 180◦ switchback flow with Reynolds number of 50.

he flow dynamics in this geometry and for a Reynolds number of
00, the water particles must have a diameter of approximately
�m. While the ability of the particles to track the flow as a

unction of diameter can be assessed from a comparison of the
article trajectory simulations and the fluid velocity simulations,

he conclusion that 1 �m particles are significantly more capable
f responding to the flow could also be made on the basis of the
alculation of Stokes number for the same physical conditions
Re = 400, L = 1 mm, T = 60 ◦C). For example, using a slip cor-

f diameter in a 180◦ switchback flow with Reynolds number of 50.
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ection factor, Cc, of 1.033 for 5 �m particles and 1.17 for 1 �m
articles [20], the Stokes number is 0.53 for 5 �m water particles
nd 0.02 for 1 �m water particles. So quantitatively, the 1 �m
articles would give St � 1, as desired. If the water particles are
arger than 1 �m, they are unable to respond to the deceleration
nd instead many of them impinge upon the outside corner of
he channel, as was observed in an actual experiment. For a flow
n the same geometry with Reynolds number of 50, the decel-
rations are not as severe, and the required particle diameter is
lightly higher, as can be determined from comparing the numer-
cal fluid velocity simulations (Fig. 9) and the numerical particle
rajectory simulations (Fig. 10). Once a technique is identified
or generating water droplets with diameters of less than 1 �m,
t is expected that water droplet-based PIV may be applied to
he 180◦ switchback or other relevant flow geometries. Recent
esearch into the generation of water droplets with diameter of
�m or less suggests that such droplets may be obtainable in

he near future [22,23].

. Summary and conclusions

Gas-phase PIV has been demonstrated in channels with char-
cteristic dimension of 1–2 mm with a particular emphasis on
onditions suitable for development of fuel cell reactant flow
hannels. PIV data were acquired in these millimeter-scale chan-
els using both smoke particles and water droplets to seed the
ir flow, and at temperatures and Reynolds numbers similar to
hose in an operational cell. The spatial resolution of these mea-
urements is 40–60 �m, depending on the experimental setup,
n improvement of approximately 5–10 times the resolution of
hat cited in Martin et al. [3]. The use of water droplets as seed
articles is the most promising for application to in situ mea-
urements in operational fuel cells since the addition of water
roplets will not contaminate the complex system. However,
ased upon both experimental and numerical results, particles
maller than 1 �m are required in order to accurately follow the
ow in regions of rapid deceleration. The seeding, acquisition

nd analysis techniques used in obtaining these will serve as
basis for ongoing development of diagnostic techniques for
easurements of the gas-phase velocity in situ in an operational

ell.
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